
CASE STUDY

Project
The fl ooring for a major brewery in Barnsley, south Yorkshire, had to retain high levels of impact resistance with heavy 

kegs being moved about daily.

The requirement was also for high levels of anti-slip resistance where the staff could work in the knowledge that it 

was safe.

The brewery had a typical production fl oor area which was steam washed daily and subjected to heavy duty usage 

with barrels being moved around.

Substrate: Concrete.

Requirements: To provide high levels of impact resistance and anti-slip resistance.

Specifi cations: Meeting all relevant environmental and health and safety regulations.

Client: Barnsley brewery.
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System
The chosen system was ResuthaneTM TG69 polyurethane fl oor screed for its unique surface profi le in which operatives 

can work safely. It is also of capable of being used in wet areas, it can be laid to falls allowing water to run away and 

incorporate drainage.

ResuthaneTM TG69 is a very durable fl oor system. Its high levels of impact resistance, making an ideal solution for 

heavy duty areas. There are a number of colours available to infuse life into any facility, with Kingfi sher Blue chosen for 

this project.

The Sherwin-Williams Diff erence
By putting our customers fi rst, we know that the innovation, imagination, research and development we put into 

each and every product will be worth it. You are at the centre of our thinking wherever we operate around the world 

across fi ve continents whether it is advice, specifi cation or on-site inspection. You are the reason we exist. This is the 

Sherwin-Williams difference.

TM = is a registered trademark in one or more countries.
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